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Entry ban: impact on 
German business in Japan



Of the surveyed companies …

Five key findings
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29%
are in urgent need to fill

positions with foreign expats

61%
require foreign specialists 

or technical experts to 
finalize/carry out orders or 

projects

73%
see ongoing

projects/business activities
at stake caused by the entry

ban

36%
expect a strategic impact on 

their operations in Japan in 
terms of downsizing, shifting 

regional responsibilities 
outside Japan or reduction in 

expat deployment

23%
lost substantial business 
related with the entry ban

Five key
findings



URGENT: taking-up business critical and longterm assignments
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29%

71%

2021: 18%

Yes

No

In the next 3-6 months, do you plan to fill positions in your company with expats, who are currently prevented from taking their
positions due to the entry ban? 

29% of surveyed companies need

132
expats (+dependants) taking their

longterm positions in Japan.



URGENT: specialists/experts essential for project-specific tasks
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In the next 3-6 months, do you require foreign specialists or technical experts coming to Japan to finalize/carry out orders or projects, 
but who are not able to enter Japan due to the entry ban?  

61%

39%

2021: 32%

Yes

No

61% of surveyed companies need

281
specialists/experts coming to 

Japan for project-specific tasks. 



< 10 Mill. EUR

62%

11 - 50 Mill. EUR: 7%

> 100 Mill. EUR: 4%

No

27%

Yes

73%

Projects at stake due to the entry ban
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What is the approximate project / business volume (in Euro) currently at stake due to the entry ban?



Projects lost due to the entry ban
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Has your company already lost projects related with the entry ban? 

< 10 Mill. EUR

20%

11 - 50 Mill. EUR: 2%
> 100 Mill. EUR: 1%

No

77%

Yes

23%



Strategic impact caused by the entry restrictions
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11%

13%

12%

57%

5%

2021: 7%

2021: 2%

2021: 5%

We already have or will downsize our

operations in Japan

We already have or will move regional

responsibilities to other locations

outside Japan

We already have or will reduce expat

deployment and increase local

management functions

No strategic impact

No answer

After two years of crisis management, what strategic impact do the entry restrictions have on your company's business in Japan?

ʼʼ

We are limited in
our growth.

ʼʼ
Reduction of operational
focus for Japan.

ʼʼ

Impact on the ability to cross exchange overseas teams with Japanese
team, in order to grow our Japanese people skillsets and knowledge.

ʼʼ

The reputation as a stable
and reliable location and
partner has been severely
damaged. Future
investment and business
development will find other
destinations. Japan is a
high-cost location and
reliability, stability, and
bilateral proximity have
justified the high cost.



Voices
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ʼʼ

With the harsh standpoint of border closure,
Japan does not seem to have much interest
in international business.

Expats will step
down from the
assignment: time
and effort lost.
Japan becoming
less attractive.

ʼʼ

The number of expats will not influence
infections in Japan. Potential expats will
fulfill all conditions diligently. Expats are
paid well and contribute with taxes above
average to society. Expats are future
ambassadors for Japan abroad.

ʼʼ

Even if the entry ban needs to maintained
for political reasons, it is strongly
requested to allow for reasonable
exceptions! Rules can be set and followed
to protect the society and rule out any
import of infections but allow for selected
entry of people to keep things going!

ʼʼ

Japan has always been an
important country to conduct
business, driven to a certain
extent by long year
relationships. These relation-
ships are thinning out step by
step because visitors are not
able to enter Japan. In the next
step Japan will only become
one of many business partners
outside of Germany. And since
Japan doesn't have the
economic size of China, we can
expect an even stronger focus
on 'size matters', and Japan
will loose out. In other words.
Long lasting impact because of
loss in relationship making.

ʼʼ
Delay in projects,
missed growth
opportunities if bor-
ders and travelling
restrictions are not
eased within a short
time frame.

ʼʼ
The biggest concern is that Japan
continues to follow a type of short
term "reaction"-policy, without consi-
deration of the long-term conse-
quences such policy has on the long-
term commitment by foreign com-
panies to such actions (closure of
borders, without allowing those in,
who are ready to follow established
protocols).

ʼʼ



44%

25%

29%

2%

Trade

Service

Manufacturing

Other

Profile of the companies surveyed
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25%

18%

14%

13%

15%

6%
8%

1%

1 to 10 employees

11 to 25

26 to 50

51 to 100

101 to 500

501 to 1.000

>1.000

>10.000

No. of German companies in Japan surveyed: 396 | Response rate: 25,2% | Period: January 27 – January 31, 2022
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German presence in Japan

12.480 German companies export to Japan

450 German companies with own subsidiary in Japan

German-Japanese trade: 38,6 Bill. €

Germany is the No. 1 European exporter to Japan

German direct investment (stock):

15,6 Bill. €

10 German companies among the Top 100 foreign investors in Japan

German  business in Japan creates 265.000 jobs



German chamber network.
Your first point of contact. Worldwide.

140 Locations I 92 Countries

Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil
Canada
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Uruguay
USA
Venezuela

AMERICA

Algeria
Angola
Egypt
Ghana
Iran
Iraq
Kenya
Morocco
Mozambique
Nigeria
Oman
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
South Africa
Tanzania
Tunisia
VAE
Zambia

AFRICA | MENA

Austria
Azerbaijan
Belarus
Belgium
Bosnia and 
Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia

Finland
France
Great Britain
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania

Luxembourg
Macedonia
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russia
Serbia
Slovakia
Slovenia

Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
Ukraine

Australia
China
India
Indonesia
Japan
Kazakhstan
Korea
Malaysia
Myanmar
New Zealand
Philippines
Singapore
Sri Lanka
Taiwan
Thailand
Vietnam

ASIA | OCEANIA
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EUROPE



Disclaimer

German Chamber of Commerce and Industry in Japan (AHK Japan)
KS Sanbancho Bldg. 5F., Sanbancho 2-4, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102-0075, Japan
info@dihkj.or.jp | www.japan.ahk.de
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All content was created with the greatest possible care and to the best of our knowledge. The publisher assumes no
liability for the topicality, correctness, completeness or quality of the information provided. The publisher is not liable
for material or immaterial damage caused directly or indirectly by the use or non-use of the information provided,
unless it can be proven that he was guilty of willful intent or gross negligence.

Reprint only with source.
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of Commerce and Industry in Japan (AHK Japan).
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